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 Experience, experience, and more experience.
Continuous product development over 25 years in both thermal storage 

and plate heat exchange gives us more experience and knowledge than 

anyone else in our field. Our specialty is control and utilisation of 

thermal energy in both domestic and district heating environments, 

rather than just cylinder manufacture or HIU distribution.

Our products are unique in many ways. 
Being protected by numerous patents allows us to offer solutions no one else can. 

We are product impartial.
Our exhaustive range means we won't sell you HIUs where cylinders fit 

better and we won't sell you cylinders when a central plant works better.

Our AMAZON Unvented range generates more hot water per hour than any 

other unvented cylinder on the market, providing commercial outputs from 

domestic priced systems. If you simply cannot afford to run out of hot water 

then look no further.

The HEATBANK XCEL range of thermal stores is without a doubt the

most versatile multi-fuel system on the market, used in numerous high

profile installations and thousands of domestic installations over the years. 

It is the only thermal store approved by most wood burner manufacturers, and 

with good reason - it's by far the safest and most efficient system around.

The HEATBANK PANDORA is the simplest high performance 

mains pressure hot water storage system available with thousands 

installed in new-build, where their unique and patented discharge 

free design allows them to be installed in minutes rather than hours, 

and in places other systems simply could not work.

We are Uk partners and distributors of one of Europe's most successful 

HIU manufacturers, which when combined with our own range allows us to offer 

the most extensive and efficient range of HIUs on the market. So advanced that 

the latest UK standards for HIUs found it hard to cope with all our features, but 

finally we have independent test data to prove our systems do what we say.

UK based manufacturing, training and service backup.
Years of dealing with contractors all over the UK has provided us with an invaluable network of 

skilled engineers, meaning we never leave a customer without support. We also have the UK's 

largest renewables training centre with HETAS and BPEC approved courses covering everything 

from biomass boilers to district heating and heat metering.


